, more calculation details, and relaxed coordinates.
. Differential charge induced by PFP-metal bonding in top view (cf. Figure 3b for a side view); blue = electron accumulation (left panel), red = electron depletion (right panel).
More calculation details:
All the surfaces in this study were modeled by four Cu-layer slabs with 28 or 36 atoms per metal layer with a rectangular (2√3 x 7)rect or (2√3 x 9)rect cell depending on the molecule size, except for the smallest molecule benzene, for which 16 atoms per layer in a (4x4) cell were used.
The k-points meshes are (4x4) for the (4x4) cell and (4x2) for (2√3 x 7)rect and (2√3 x 9)rect cells (the two rectangular cells have sides with lengths 2√3 and 7, resp. 9, times the Cu-Cu distance in the surface plane). For PEN and benzene, vertical height scans were performed from 2.1 Å to 3.5 Å to find the local energy minima for the molecule heights over the metal substrate.
At each scanned height, constrained structural relaxations were performed with the central three carbons held fixed above the copper. Full relaxations without constraints were performed for the final structures. A dipole correction was applied along the direction perpendicular to the metal surface.
The experimental adsorption energies were derived from temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) data from the literature, as listed in Table 1 
